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QUESTION 1

The administrator can set different user levels for accessing the corporate directory. Lower-level users cannot query
information about higher-level users in the corporate directory. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

About the local regeneration prefix on the local node(U1900), which of the following statements are CORRECT?
(Multiple Choice) 

A. The call property of the local regeneration prefix is Local regeneration call. 

B. The call property of the local regeneration prefix is Local call. 

C. When you configure the local regeneration prefix, you need to configure the office route selection code. 

D. The local regeneration prefix is valid only when the local gateway works in local regeneration mode. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements is INCORRECT about the UC typical network? 

A. The central site uses two U1911s working in active/standby mode. 

B. IADs can be deployed at a branch site separately. 

C. It is recommended that U1960 be deployed at a branch site that has no more than 800 users. 

D. The primary node in the center uses U1960, and the standby node in the center uses U1981. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Before installing the recording server in the eSpace Audio Recorder solution, install the SQL Server 2008 first. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 5

Two U1981s are deployed in active/standby mode. By default, when the heartbeat connection between the active and
standby devices has been lost for () minute(s) due to the active device fault, the active device is deactivated and the
standby device becomes activated. 

A. 3 

B. 5 

C. 1 

D. 2 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

In a multi-node centralized call management network, if an AR router is configured as the bcal node, the AR service
mode must be set to the () mode. 

A. SIPAG 

B. H.248AG 

C. PBX 

D. IMS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An unknown communication error occurs in an enterprise, so UC services of all users are unavailable. In this case,
which of the following measures can be used? 

A. Recover services as soon as possible. 

B. Locate the root cause of the fault. 

C. Collect the information required for locating a fault. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

In the eSpace UC solution, which of the following components support load-balance cluster deployment? (Multiple
Choice) 
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A. U1900 series gateway 

B. eServer 

C. MAA 

D. Meeting MS 

E. AppAgent 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 9

In an enterprise\\'s VoIP network, only one U1981 is deployed. One day, the U1981 fails and as a result, all phones at
the enterprise\\'s headquarters and branches fail to work. To prevent this situation from happening again, which of the
following approaches can be taken? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Purchase another U1981 and configure the two U1981s to work in active/standby mode for redundancy backup. 

B. Purchase U1900s for branches, and use their local regeneration function to provide call services for phones in the
branches when the U1981 at the headquarters fails. 

C. Purchase IADs for branches, and use their network outage survival function to provide basic call services for IP
phones in the branches when the U1981 at the headquarters fails. 

D. Use the virtual PBX function of the existing U1981 to provide redundancy. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

About the multimedia conference configuration, which of the following statements are CORRECT? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Huawei multimedia conference core components must include the Meeting MS, unified gateway, and BMU. 

B. The conference server information does not need to be configured on the BMU. 

C. A SIP trunk destined for the Meeting MS must be configured on the unified gateway. 

D. The instant conference service rights must be assigned to a UC account to support the multimedia conference
service. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 11

eSpace Desktop supports the following functions (). (Multiple Choice) 

A. Instant messaging 
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B. One number link you (ONLY) 

C. Voice recording 

D. Corporate directory 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following are typical IP telephony (IFT) multi-node networks? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Centralized call management network 

B. Distributed call management network in peer-to-peer mode 

C. Stacking network 

D. Distributed call management network in convergent mode 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13

During the switchover between the active node and the standby node in the remote disaster recovery scenario, ongoing
voice conferences will be interrupted. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

A communication error suddenly occurs in an enterprise. It is found that the database log file is too large, which results
in insufficient disk space and data write exceptions. Which of the following statements is INCORRECT? 

A. Periodically delete the log file. 

B. Periodically back up the database file. 

C. The log file needs to be periodically deleted and does not need to be periodically backed up. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

In a scenario where the AR provides the local regeneration function, a call fails. During the fault locating process, to
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identify the calling and called number information before and after the number change, obtain the debugging information
of the () module. 

A. CCM 

B. Innertrace 

C. sipmsg 

D. dss1 

Correct Answer: A 
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